
 

     Volvo Penta IPS and PropSpeed 

Volvo Penta IPS has been developed as the modern alternative for inboard installations. Efficiency is higher than in the 

case of the straight shaft and the difference increases at higher speeds, combine these benefits with an application of the 

PropSpeed Coating system to the pods and the propellers and you have a winning combination of overall engine 

performance and fuel efficiency. This technical bulletin details how to apply the PropSpeed coating system is provided by 

PropSpeed-USA®. 

Application of the PROPSPEED Foul-Release Coating System 
                     

 

I. Surface Preparation of Metal Surfaces 
 

1. If metal has previously been painted, sand off all coating exposing bare metal.  

 

2. If the metal is already bare, with a DA use 80 grit paper and sand thoroughly.   Adjust down the 

speed of the DA lengthening the life of the sandpaper. Change sandpaper as required. Any areas the 

DA cannot reach must be hand-sanded. The entire surface (including the edges), should be wet sanded 

with 80 grit “wet sand  paper”. This can be done immediately after DA work is done.  

 

3. Wash surface thoroughly removing all residue with clean water and dry surfaces with clean, dry 

rags.  

 

4. Apply PropPrep Solution liberally with a rag or brush; working over small areas at a time. Remove 

solution immediately (before hazing), washing with fresh water and clean rags. Change cleaning rages 

as needed. The paper-towel variety of wiping rags are not recommended anywhere during the 

PropSpeed application. The PropPrep Solution must not be allowed to dry on the surface. If it does dry 

then re-apply more PropPrep Solution and immediately rinse with clean water. (This is typically a two 

person job as the solution will haze over and dry quickly leaving contamination on the part before it 

can be removed.) 

 

 5. Immediately following the PropPrep Solution cleaning, solvent wipe surface completely with 

denatured alcohol and/or acetone using the two-rag method. One rag is liberally saturated with the 

liquid and the other rag is dry. Change cleaning rags as necessary for they will become dirty during 

cleansing process.  Do not touch cleaned surfaces after this step with your hand before applying 

primer. 

 



 6. Once the surface has been cleaned with the PropPrep Solution and wiped clean with either solvent, 

proceed next to the PropSpeed Etching Primer. (Step #II must be completed within 4 hours of Step #I). 

 

II. Priming of the Metal Surfaces (PropSpeed Metal Etching Primer) 
 

1. The primer container must be stirred thoroughly before use. The yellow pigment in the can will 

have settled to the bottom. As a result, the bottom of the can must be scraped with a stir stick until all 

the yellow pigment is no longer attached. Continue stirring for (2-3 minutes) until all material is 

uniformly blended.  

 

2. Make sure metal parts to be coated are dry and free of dust or any other contamination.  

 

3. The Etching Primer is a two component system. Mix yellow etching primer base with clear hardener 

at a 4:1 ratio; by volume. All of the etching primer in the kit once catalyzed should be used within 8 

hours if the entire contents of both cans have been mixed together. Otherwise, mix only the amount of 

material together needed to complete the job. You must accurately measure the etching primer and 

hardener with a graduated measuring cup. The pot life of the catalyzed primer is 8 hours. Whatever 

catalyzed primer is left-over at the conclusion of the project must be thrown out. The Etching Primer 

should be applied by roller of which provides a uniform thickness; wherever possible. Otherwise, use a 

disposable brush. Dry time to touch is very fast, typically less than 10 minutes, hard in 1 hour @ 80⁰F.   

  

4. The PropSpeed Clearcoat must be applied over the Etching Primer within 3-5 minutes of primer 

application. Recoat times are based on 80F. Cooler temps can prolong re-coat time. This is when the 

dry-to-touch test method can help determine the re-coat time. 

 

III. Applying Foul-Release Topcoat (PropSpeed Clearcoat)  
     

1. Stir PropSpeed Clearcoat container before starting to ensure product is well mixed. The PropSpeed 

Clearcoat IS NOT catalyzed! 

 

2. After the Etching Primer has become tack free, (usually around 3 minutes), immediately apply the 

PropSpeed Clearcoat. Tack free is considered to occur when the primer can be touched leaving an 

imprint of your finger-tip in the primed surface but leaving no visible sign of primer on your finger tip. 

It is recommended that a second person follow the primer-man within 3 - 5 minutes and apply the 

PropSpeed Clearcoat.  

 

3. Apply 1 coat of PropSpeed Clearcoat with brush only. Brush out any sags, drips, or runs within 10 

minutes of completing Clearcoat application. If there is a delay in the application of the Clearcoat over 

the existing primed surface then reapply another coat of catalyzed etching primer to this area only. No 

additional sanding is needed between coats of primer. Before moving onto the next area for topcoating 

visually inspect the area just completed for signs of holidays, misses or dull (no luster) areas. Touch-

up these areas with the Clearcoat before proceeding to the next area. 

 

 The Clearcoat should be touch dry in 20 minutes and completely cured in 8 hours. DO NOT 

IMMERSE COATED PARTS IN WATER FOR A MINIMUM OF 8 HOURS. 

 

Do not apply PropSpeed over zinc anodes. Zinc's, if there are any, should be installed first. 

 

Helpful Hints: 

 

1. Always leave a 1” gap of exposed primer when applying PropSpeed Metal Etching Primer before 

applying the Clearcoat whether it's on the drive or on the prop. This will ensure no unprimed area is 



over-coated with the PropSpeed Clearcoat. Then, re-prime this 1" gap area in preparation of the next 

coat of PropSpeed Clearcoat. This reapplication of the Etching Primer to these areas will reactivate the 

first coat and provide the necessary inter-coat adhesion that is required. When working on the propellers 

with the primer leave a 1" space between blades in primer as a start/stop point. Once again, don’t apply 

PropSpeed all the way to the edge of the yellow primer, leave a 1” gap. Re-prime the 1” gap area 

between the blades as the work progresses from the starting point and concluding point thereby ensuring 

a good tie-in with the primer. 

 

2. Anticipated PropSpeed quantity for various IPS systems (quantities are based on dual pod sets): 

 

IPS 350…….…….500ML Kit of PropSpeed & 500ML Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 400…….…….500ML Kit of PropSpeed & 500ML Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 450…….…….500ML Kit of PropSpeed & 500ML Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 500…….…….1 Liter Kit of PropSpeed & 1 Liter Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 600….……….1 Liter Kit of PropSpeed & 1 Liter Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 800……….….1 Liter Kit of PropSpeed & 1 Liter Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 800……….….1 Liter Kit of PropSpeed & 1 Liter Bottle PropPrep Solution   

IPS 900……….….1 Liter Kit plus 500ML Kit of PropSpeed & 1 Liter Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 1050…………1 Liter Kit plus 500ML Kit of PropSpeed & 1 Liter Bottle PropPrep Solution 

IPS 1200…………1 Liter Kit plus 500ML Kit of PropSpeed & 1 Liter Bottle PropPrep Solution 

 

Tools & Materials Needed: 
 

DA sander (air or electric drive) with adjustable speed 

80 grit DA paper 

80 grit wet-or-dry sand paper 

2” Medium to heavy density bristle brushes for application of PropPrep Solution and PropSpeed. 

4” Medium to heavy density bristle brushes for application of PropPrep Solution and PropSpeed 

1” diameter x 3” wide high-density foam rollers (PropSpeed Etching Primer application only.) 

Clean rags 

5 gallon pail for holding clean, fresh rinse water. 

 

Personal Supplies:  
 

Dust mask 

Rubber gloves 

Safety glasses 

Protective suit  

 

It is best to have a staging area placing the props at a good height to reach while standing and with the 

ability to turn them as being on a shaft  to prep and paint providing better visual inspection of work 

during application and overall easier access.  

 

* Note: PropPrep Solution is an acid. Protective glasses and rubber gloves absolutely must be worn at 

all times when using this product. Protective clothing should also be worn. If accidental skin contact 

occurs, immediately was with soap and water. (See MSDS.) 

 

 

 
 


